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 REMAINDER LINEAR SYSTEMATIC SAMPLING

 By HORNG-JINH CHANG
 and

 KUO-CHUNG HUANG
 Tamkang University, Taipei

 SUMMARY. In this paper, a slight modification of linear systematic sampling procedure that
 maintains the simplicity of selection is proposed. The procedure depends on the remainder only
 and can be used for population size being not a multiple of sample size. When the remainder is zero,

 the suggested method reduces to the usual linear systematic sampling procedure. Moreover, we
 also compare the efficiency of the proposed sampling design with simple random sampling, circular

 systematic sampling and new partially systematic sampling for various types of populations.

 1. Introduction

 Linear systematic sampling design is very simple and operationally convenient in
 practice, but, when the population size is not a multiple of the sample size, results in
 a variable sample size and in this case sample mean as an estimator of the population
 mean is not unbiased. To overcome these difficulties and in some cases to increase

 the efficiency, a number of modifications of linear systematic sampling design have
 been proposed, such as centered systematic sampling, balanced systematic sampling
 and modified systematic sampling etc.. In particular, Mahalanobis (1946), Deming
 (1950), Gautschi (1957) and Shiue (1960) considered a multiple-start systematic
 sampling scheme; Murthy and Rao (1988) discussed the circular systematic sampling
 method. Singh and Padam Singh (1977) proposed a method termed new systematic
 sampling; Padam Singh and Garg (1979) suggested a balanced random sampling
 design; Leu and Tsui (1996) considered a new partially systematic sampling. Note
 that all of the modified designs above provided a fixed sample size and an unbiased
 estimator of the population mean.

 In the present study, a new sampling scheme called remainder linear systematic
 sampling is established to extend the linear systematic sampling for the case in which
 population size is not a multiple of sample size. The efficiency of the proposed
 procedure has been compared with simple random sampling and in some cases,
 circular systematic sampling and new partially systematic sampling for various types
 of populations.

 Paper received August 1999; revised November 1999.

 AMS (1991) subject classification. 62D05.
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 250  HORNG-JINH CHANG AND KUO-CHUNG HUANG

 2. Remainder Linear Systematic Sampling

 Consider a finite population U = (Ux,U2,..., Un) consisting of N units from
 which a sample of size n is to be drawn. The corresponding values obtained for any
 specific characteristic in the N units that comprise the population are denoted by
 2/i,2/2. ,Vn, where y? is associated with Ui. Here, the interest is to estimate the

 N

 population mean Y = y^^yj/N.
 i=i

 The sample interval is given by k = N/n, if N is an integer multiple of the
 sample size n with N ? nk. In case population size is not a multiple of the sample
 size, the sample interval k ? INT(N/n) is the truncated integer. The general form
 of the population size can be represented as

 N = nk + r (2.1)

 where 0 < r < n and N,n,k,r are integers.
 Divide the population into two strata such that the first stratum contains the

 front (n - r)k units and the second stratum contains the hind r(k + 1) units. For
 the first stratum, choose every k continuous units as a group. We therefore have
 (n - r) groups with k units each. For the second stratum, choose every (k + 1)
 continuous units as a group, the we have r groups with (k -f 1) units each. The
 proposed sampling procedure is as follows.

 (a) Select a random start fci from 1 to k, and every fc-th number thereafter from
 the first (n ? r) groups as the first stratum sample. That is, the fci-th unit of each
 group of the first stratum is in the sample. This sample set is denoted by s' with
 indices kl + kx, / = 0,1,..., (n - r) - 1

 (b) Select a random start k2 from 1 to (k -h 1), starting with the [(n - r)k -f k2}
 th unit, and every (k + l)-th number thereafter from the r groups as the second
 stratum sample. That is, the ?^-th unit of each group of the second stratum is in
 the sample. This sample set is denoted by s" with indices

 (k + 1)/' + (n - r)k + k2, V = 0,1,..., r - 1.

 (c) Our resulting sample s of size n is the combination of s' and s".
 Note that, if the population size is an integer multiple of the sample size, the

 sampling procedure reduces to the usual linear systematic sampling.
 Using the remainder linear systematic sampling, the Horvitz-Thompson esti

 mator can be used for the estimation of population mean. Under the suggested
 sampling procedure, the first order inclusion probability for the unit Ui is given by

 7Ti, = -, if 1 < i < (n - r)k.

 =--, if (n-r)k + l<i<N.
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 REMAINDER LINEAR SYSTEMATIC SAMPLING  251

 Moreover, the second order inclusion probabilities for a pair of units i/j and Uj,
 where i ^ j, are

 TTti =
 1

 k(k +1)
 o,

 iiUiZs'^UjZs".

 i?Utes'.Uj es".
 otherwise.

 It is easy to verify that the estimator of the population mean is unbiased under
 the suggested sampling design since the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is unbiased.
 For obtaining the variance of remainder linear systematic sampling, we use the
 following notations:

 yu : is the i-th. sample mean of the first stratum,
 y2i : is the z-th sample mean of the second stratum,
 Y i : is the population mean of the first stratum,
 Y2 : is the population mean of the second stratum.

 We then have

 Theorem 1. The variance of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator under the re
 mainder linear systematic sampling design is

 1

 Vrlss?Vht) = ^2 \ (n - r)2fc2  k , 1=1

 + r2(jfc + l)2
 1  fc+i

 k + ?Bft i=l
 (2.2)

 On the basis of the single inclusion probabilities of remainder systematic sam
 pling, the estimator of the finite population mean can be obtained as

 y ht  (n - r)kyu + r(k + l)y2i
 N  (2.3)

 In addition, since the random starts k\ and k2 are chosen independently and the
 sample is drawn in a systematic manner, Theorem 1 is trivial.

 Theorem 1 means that the variance of remainder linear systematic sampling
 procedure is the sum of the weighted variance of each stratum where the weight is
 the square of the population proportion of each stratum.

 When s is the sample drawn, the corresponding variance estimator is

 YRLSs(yHT) =  n*
 Ui s

 '-"'V +  E
 Ui,Uj es  TTiTTjTTij

 ViVj  (2.4)
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 252  HORNG-JINH CHANG AND KUO-CHUNG HUANG

 Notice that the estimator Vrlss(Vht) IS not unbiased because some joint in
 clusion probabilities tt?j will be zero.

 3. Efficiency of Remainder Linear Systematic Sampling Procedure

 The efficiency of remainder linear systematic sampling in relation to that of
 simple random sampling, circular systematic sampling or new partially systematic
 sampling depends on the characters of the populations. Thus, the efficiencies of
 these sampling procedures are compared for various types of populations.

 3.1 Population in random order. Regard the finite population as drawn from an
 infinite super-population in which the expectation is denoted by symbol ? . If the
 vari?tes yi(i ? 1,2,..., N) are drawn at random from a super-population in which

 ? (yi) = p, ? (yi - p)2 = o\

 ? (Vi - ?)(Vj -v) =0,(i?j),
 it is known as a population in random order (Cochran (1977)). The variance of
 the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is given in (2.2). By taking expectation of this
 quantity over the super-population model, we get the expected variance

 ? Vrlss(Vht) = 772

 TV

 (k
 (n?r)k

 i) E *? + * E *?
 ?=1 i=(n-r)k+l

 (3.1)

 Comparing to the expected variance for the simple random sample mean
 N

 ? Vsrs?v) =
 N-n
 N2n E?l  (3.2)

 we have

 ? VSRs(y) - ? VRLss(yHT) =  N2n

 i=l

 N

 r?*?
 t=l

 ' E -I
 i=(n-r)k+l

 Therefore, remainder linear systematic sampling procedure is more efficient if and
 only if

 N

 > i=(n-r)k+l

 ?=1

 (3.3)

 This means that the suggested method is better than simple random sampling if
 and only if the second stratum sample proportion is more than the second stratum
 variance proportion.
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 REMAINDER LINEAR SYSTEMATIC SAMPLING 253

 In the special case of equal model variances, it is obvious to see that

 c j- /-\ c \r (- \ r(r-n) 2 S \sRs(y) - ? I'RLssiyuT) = ?r^?G ' 1V "11

 Equality occurs only when r ? 0. In other words, remainder linear systematic
 sampling has the same sampling variance averaged over the model as simple random
 sampling without replacement only when Ar = nk and a\ = a2 for all ? = 1,2,..., N.

 3.2 Population with linear trend. For the population with linear trend, we assume
 that y i ? i. It is obvious to see that

 lJ2(Vu-Y^ = ^ (3.4)
 and

 k?^y"Lt ' 12 i=i

 1 ?i,_ F,2 k(k + 2)

 Substituting the results of (3.4) and (3.5) into equation (2.2). the variance of
 remainder linear systematic sampling procedure, we get

 Vhlss?Vht) = j^? [(" - r) W - !) + r'2(k + !)2(A' + 2)] (3-6)
 For the same population size N, the variance of simple random sampling is

 t^ ,-x (-V-n)(AT + l) IsRsiV) =-?- * (3J)
 From the formulas of (3.6) and (3.7), it can be shown that Vriss(Vht) ^

 Ysnsiv)' Equality occurs only when r = 0 and n = 1. That is, for population size
 being not a multiple of sample size, the variance of remainder linear systematic
 sampling is lower than that of simple random sampling.

 Better results can be obtained with remainder linear systematic sampling by
 applying end corrections which removes the linear trend as a component of variance.

 Now let

 a = k\,
 b = ki + (n - r - l)k.

 2[(n - r)fefc! + r(k + l)fc2] - (N + r)(k + 1)
 W " 2(n-r-l)Nk

 then the estimator y'HT ? [(n - r)kyu + r(k + l)y2i\/N + w(ya - yu) is equal to
 the finite population mean under a perfect linear trend. Hence, in a population
 having a linear trend, the estimator y'HT with end corrections provides the exact
 population mean and thus V(y'HT) = 0. Note that, in the special case of r ? 0, i.e.
 Ar = 11k, the weight w reduces to 'ffiw~* T^ * anc* thus, y'Hr is the same as the Yates's
 estimator.
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 254  HORNG-JINH CHANG AND KUO-CHUNG HUANG

 3.3 Auto-correlated population. In this section, we consider the case of population
 size which is not a multiple of the sample size. Suppose that the corresponding
 values yi(i = 1,2,..., N) are drawn at random from a super-population in which

 ? (y{) = p, ? (yi - p)2 = o2,

 ? (Vi - ?)(Vj ~? = P\j-i\v2i (i # ?)
 The expected variance for simple random sampling, circular systematic sampling

 and new partially systematic sampling are, respectively,

 N-l

 (TSRS=[}-^)?2
 1
 N(N-l) Y,(N~d)Pd

 d=l
 (3.8)

 /T2 ? acss ?

 and

 Li,...
 n N Nn2

 N

 *2E ?=1

 71 ? 1 11?1

 ^22?(ik+t)-(jk+t)\
 ?=0 j>i

 2_
 N-l

 (3.9)
 d=l

 X 7 d=l

 2 2 \ a(a - 1) ^
 + W?a I w(u-l) ?J

 u?1u?1

 ?=0 j>?

 +
 a ^r-v

 7/ ^
 ?=1

 u?1n?a

 z2z2 p\(t+i)-uk+t+u-i)
 i=0 j-1

 N

 + ?
 n?a n?a

 / , / , P\(ik+t+u-l)-(jk+t+u-l)
 i=0 j>i

 (3.10)

 When the remainder linear systematic sampling design is used, the expected vari
 ance is shown to be

 (n-r)k-l n-r-1

 -2 ^T [(n-r)k- d\pd- k2 ^ (n - r - d)pdk
 d=l d=l

 r(fc+l)-l r-1 ^

 + 2 Y, [r(k + l)-d]pd-(k + l)2Y,(r-d)pd{k+x) \ (3.11) d=l d=l J
 From expressions (3.8) through (3.11), it is not possible to obtain a general

 result about the relative efficiency of the sampling procedures under consideration.
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 REMAINDER LINEAR SYSTEMATIC SAMPLING  255

 However, comparisons can be made for three types of correlograms considered by
 Cochran (1946), such as

 (i) Linear correlogram : p? = 1 - d/L, L > N - 1,
 (ii) Exponential correlogram : p? ? e~Xd,
 (iii) Hyperbolic correlogram : pd = tanh(d~3^).

 The numerical studies, as the illustrative examples provided by Leu and Tsui
 (1996), are presented in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3.

 Table 1. variances of four sampling procedures for linear correlogram

 Linear correlogram
 JV TI U,a &sf?s Vg ,<?,?? aNPS aRT,SS
 10 4 4,2 0.0550 0.0300 0.0392 0.0200
 15 7 9,4 0.0271 0.0068 0.0177 0.0059
 25 8 10,3 0.0295 0.0052 0.0123 0.0049
 25 12 11,5 0.0150 0.0023 0.0063 0.0019
 35 8 5,2 0.0331 0.0073 0.0120 0.0051
 35 12 5,2 0.0187 0.0023 0.0032 0.0021
 35 17 15,7 0.0104 0.0012 0.0039 0.0009

 Table 2. variances of four sampling procedures for exponential correlogram

 Exponential correlogram
 ?_-_Hl?_aSRS_aCSS_aNPS_aRLSS

 10 4 4,2 0.1337 0.1096 0.1169 0.0998
 15 7 9,4 0.0705 0.0406 0.0577 0.0453
 25 8 10,3 0.0811 0.0518 0.0626 0.0547
 25 12 11,5 0.0413 0.0219 0.0296 0.0234
 35 8 5,2 0.0933 0.0683 0.0786 0.0702
 35 12 5,2 0.0530 0.0322 0.0352 0.0327
 35 17 15,7 0.0293 0.0150 0.0206 0.0159

 Table 3. variances of four sampling procedures for hyperbolic correlogram

 _Hyperbolic correlogram_
 N n u,a g%Rq crnqq <r*,p<? <t^99
 10 4 4,2 0.0763 0.0496 0.0586 0.0389
 15 7 9,4 0.0440 0.0141 0.0307 0.0161
 25 8 10, 3 0.0559 0.0192 0.0314 0.0210
 25 12 11,5 0.0285 0.0071 0.0148 0.0078
 35 8 5,2 0.0679 0.0298 0.0407 0.0296
 35 12 5,2 0.0386 0.0114 0.0142 0.0114
 35 17 15,7 0.0213 0.0046 0.0106 0.0049

 From Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3, it is found that remainder linear systematic
 sampling design is more efficient than simple random sampling scheme and new
 partially systematic sampling scheme for these three special types of populations.
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 256 HORNG-JINH CHANG AND KUO-CHUNG HUANG

 Compared with circular systematic sampling, the suggested sampling procedure is
 better than circular systematic sampling procedure under linear correlogram. For
 the cases of exponential and hyperbolic correlogram, the proposed method is as
 good as the circular systematic sampling method.

 4. Concluding Remarks

 Remainder linear systematic sampling is an extension of the usual linear sys
 tematic sampling procedure that can be used when the population size is not a
 multiple of the sample size. It is more efficient than simple random sampling for
 populations in random order if and only if the second stratum sample proportion is
 more than the second stratum variance proportion. Also this scheme is better than
 simple random sampling for populations with linear trend, and more efficient than
 other given methods for populations exhibiting linear, exponential and hyperbolic
 correlogram. Further, it is superior to circular systematic sampling while compared
 for populations exhibiting linear correlogram and is as good as circular systematic
 sampling for populations exhibiting exponential and hyperbolic correlogram.
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